






Dublin in the Coming Times: How the project works 

In his 1893 collection, ‘The Rose’, WB Yeats included the poem ‘To Ireland in 
the Coming Times’. Borrowing its title, Dublin in the Coming Times is a free, 
citywide programme of creative writing in which Dubliners, young and old, can 
create their own stories and poems as they look to the future of their city as it 
goes through another phase of evolution and renewal. 

To get the ball rolling Roddy Doyle invited some writers and artists to contribute 
short stories reimagining the city. Their work, included here, is being published 
in ‘The Irish Times’ throughout 2016. 

Free creative-writing workshops have been run over the course of the year for 
adults in a number of Dublin public libraries, Donaghmede Library, Rathmines 
Library, Ballyfermot Library, Pearse Street Library, Central Library and Raheny 
Library, with workshops running in Ballymun Library as part of the Bealtaine 
Festival. Other participating organisations include Fighting Words, Science Gal-
lery, Little Museum of Dublin, Axis Ballymun, Croke Park, the Olivier Cornet Gal-
lery, Marsh’s Library and a number of workplaces around the city.  A selection of 
the pieces created in these workshops is featured in this publication. 
 
Operating in partnership with Dublin UNESCO City of Literature and Dublin 
City Libraries, the project is intended to enable Dublin’s citizens to participate 
in illustrating a vision of the city as a place that, although it might change and 
adapt to new circumstance, will continue as a living, creative environment and 
a place for the storyteller and poet. 
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Executive director, Fighting Words 

dublincityofliterature.ie     dublincitypubliclibraries.ie        fightingwords.ie

Dublin in the Coming Times is one of six projects being promoted by Dublin’s 
Regional Centre of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development, a Du-
blin City University programme with the UN University; 

email: dublin.orla@gmail.com
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 On the landing stage at Chapelizod bridge we waited for the early- 
morning water bus. It was dark still, and all around other passengers sat on 
benches or stood by the walls in silence. I leaned my tired head against my 
grandmother’s arm and listened to her inner turmoil, turning her sounds to 
images in my head: her heart a tiny island, her blood a black river bristling in the 
dark.
 I was twelve years old, pretending to be nine. Dressed as a boy – a cou-
sin I had never met who had lived with my grandmother for a few months until 
he died, in the September virus. This would have been towards the end of the 
Fourth War, the spring of 2116, and I had yet to find my way in the city. What 
I knew or felt then and what occurred to me later is not always clear in my 
memory, but I do know this much: I was always afraid – except for those times 
when I was too sick to be afraid.
 I had been with my grandmother for a few weeks by then, and found 
her house, with its many rooms, confusing and lonely. The estate where she li-
ved seemed a desolate place of dark and often abandoned houses with gardens 
that were either overgrown or had been mutilated for firewood. Soundless and 
full of shadows anyhow, like a place you might stumble across in a dream.
 I found the city people peculiar, too, shifty-eyed and sullen – all the 
more so when they came together in a group. My grandmother said that since 
they had taken all the small screens from the ordinary joe, people were learning 
all over again how to look each other in the face.
 In grey waiting rooms of former schools, or in queues along the barri-
caded pens outside the food depots in Ballyfermot, I had learned to read the 
squeeze of my grandmother’s hand. Through the fuss of endless checks; ques-
tions asked, then asked again: You are? And he is who? From which sector did 
you say again, and going where – to which designated place?
 My grandmother took me to see her friend, an old nurse who lived in 
a place called Inchicore, walking from the house in Ballyfermot through what 
she called the sneaky ways, to avoid the checkpoints. But the old nurse said she 
could do nothing for me.
 I could hear their low voices in another room; the nurse telling my 
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grandmother she could take me to a doctor she trusted in a place called East 
Wall, my grandmother asking the nurse if she was off her head.
 “You still have the boy’s papers,” the nurse said. “Can’t you use them?”
 “But these are national checkpoints we’re taking about, not local. You 
know what’ll happen if we’re caught.” “You have to do it. Otherwise the child . . .”
 “It’s too long a journey. She won’t make it.”
 “You have to do it!”
 “How? Would you mind telling me how?”
 “You’ll just have to risk the river.”
My grandmother studied my face against the face of the dead boy on the iden-
tity card.
“September virus; April flu; December enteritis: soon we’ll run out of months,” 
she said. She was holding the mane of my hair in one hand while the other 
hand drove the scissors on. Behind me the sound of gnashing and chomping, 
as if some small animal was trying to eat its way through a hedge.
 I slept in a bed that once belonged to my mother, and this made me 
lonely for the child she must have been, sleeping in this room with its filled-in 
ceiling and only a small window for light; nothing to listen to and no one to talk 
to except this old woman who slept in another room.
“What happens to you people when you get sick?” my grandmother asked. “We 
go to the infirmary.”
“And then?”
“I don’t know.”
She asked me questions all the time, about how we lived our everyday lives, and 
always she referred to us as “you people”.
 But I didn’t know how to explain our lives to her. To say: our ceilings are 
high and made out of glass. You can see the black sky at night; sometimes the 
stars. You can hear the rain dancing when you go to sleep. There is always the 
sound of voices. We have our own ways, our own diseases; when we die we die, 
and then we are buried behind the old yellow car park.
 On the outside my grandmother showed no turmoil: a sturdy shape, 
a blackish-brown face that could not be read, a bland and catlike eye. She 
schooled me in her night-time kitchen, woke me early and schooled me all over 
again. I came out of the bathroom, I walked into one of her rooms and I seemed 
to be always walking right into one of her sentences.
“And whatever you do, no complaining. No matter how bad you feel, huh? No 
matter what sort of pain. Give it no words. If they even suspect you’re sick that’s 
it. And don’t you contradict me. Even the biggest, most shocking lie that comes 
out of my mouth you leave be.”
“Yes, Grandmother.”
“You people might like to think you own the truth, but you must forget all that 
now. Do you hear me?”
“Yes, Grandmother.”
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“Good girl. I mean, Good boy.”
For weeks her words had shunted into my head, but by the time we reached 
the river at Chapelizod I remembered only this: I was nine years old, and I was a 
boy and my name was now Demba.
 On the morning we went for the water bus my grandmother asked 
me about my mother. It was dark and cold as we walked through her estate, 
although all I felt was heat. My grandmother wore a heavy coat, a big thick scarf 
and a ridiculous lemon- coloured fluffy hat. I wore the dead boy’s clothes.
“And how is she anyway, your mother?” “A bit lonely, I think.”
“Well, she should have thought of that before she ran off with that . . . that. Not 
a word all this time and now? Lonely, huh! Lonely indeed.”
 At the exit to the estate my grandmother pressed a bell, and an old 
guard’s head popped up in the checkpoint hut and, sleepy eyed, pulled back 
the window. She opened the top of a brown paper bag and out came its bis-
cuity breath. The guard shyly dipped his fingers in. Then she asked him about 
his lumbago and said wasn’t it great now to think that the war was almost over.
The guard pulled out a big yellow biscuit. “Yes,” he said. “Until the next one co-
mes along.”
 My grandmother gave him a sideways smile. The old guard smiled 
back, then blinked down at me and said, “Jaysus, isn’t that fella after getting 
fierce tall?” And he opened our cards, pulled out a piece of paper and – bang, 
bang, bang – stamped all around him.
She squeezed my hand twice as we turned down the Chapelizod hill. “Lucky for 
us,” she said, “that oul fella’s half blind.”
 On Chapelizod landing stage the guard was young and hawk eyed. 
Outside on the hump of the bridge a pair of soldiers shouldered two long guns. 
Inside there was a sign on the wall that said in six languages: “It is a crime to 
falsify documents. Criminals will be prosecuted.”
 All around people were flicking through wallets and rummaging in 
pockets and bags. One man held his cards between his teeth while his fingers 
searched for more. My grandmother had no need to rummage: she had all her 
cards ready in a plastic pouch that slipped in and out of her pocket.
I knew nothing of these cards – they were neither used by nor issued to our 
people – and only recognised them at all because, the night before, my grand-
mother had spread them across her kitchen table and for a long time sat sta-
ring down at them. A whole collection of security cards, a different colour for 
each purpose.
“I remember,” she said, “when the word ‘security’ meant something else.”
“What?” I asked.
“Something safe.”
 The guard took his time. There was the sound of stomping across the 
boards as people tried to keep warm, the lapping of water, the creaking of 
chains. Sometimes he searched through a bag or asked a few questions. At our 
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end of the queue an old man seated on the far side of my grandmother began 
to grumble and tut about the water bus’s late arrival.
 A few places ahead of us was a man who looked like Tarek, the man 
who had brought me to my grandmother’s house, so I supposed he was of the 
Syrian race. Beside this man was his daughter, a girl of about my age – my real 
age – who was staring at me.
 I stood up and looked over my grandmother’s head beyond the landing 
stage.
“Is the Phoenix Park around here?” I asked her.
She pulled me back down.
“Oh, you don’t want to go near there,” the old man said. “They’d ate you alive in 
there. And the bits they didn’t like they’d feed to their dogs.”
 I had my instructions. When the guard was two or three people away I 
was to stand and walk slowly, as if I had nothing more on my mind than to take 
a look at the river. And there I should stay until the water bus arrived or until 
I heard my grandmother call out my new, dead boy’s name (Demba, Demba, 
Demba).
 My grandmother gave me a dunt with her elbow, and I stood and walk-
ed to the end of the little jetty. Across the way I could see the twists of smoke 
from campfires against the fading darkness. Upriver and down the lamps of de-
livery boats were rubbing light all over the inky water. I tried to figure out where 
my home was from here, downriver anyway, and westways, in the direction of 
the old motorway. I thought of the last glimpse I had of it. The curve of the glass 
roof and the ancient supermarket logo from a time when the mall was a place 
where people came to buy things. I thought of all the other malls along these 
motorways and all the people I would never meet who lived as we did on the 
outskirts of the city. “Outskirts for outcasts”, as my father used to say.
When I turned back to look at my grandmother the guard was beside her. Head 
half-cocked, he was holding her cards like a fan in his hand.
“Yes, that’s right,” my grandmother was saying. “His mother is dead, and his 
father abandoned them since before this war. Abandoned them, yes.”
“And you’re his grandmother, you say?”
“Indeed I am. That’s my travel permit there, and that one is for the boy, and the 
pink one is the guardianship order, and . . .” The guard looked coldly at her. “I 
know what they are,” he said.
From the far side of the landing stage, and across the chilled air, I could feel my 
grandmother’s fear.
 A woman came out of the ticket office, clapping her hands, and I jum-
ped. I noticed all heads had turned to watch the woman, all except the Syrian’s 
daughter, who was craning her neck to look at me. There had been a problem 
with the flood walls along the quays, but the water bus would be here in a few 
moments. Then she went back into the little office.
 The guard handed the cards back to my grandmother, nodded and put 
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his hands in his pockets, then went into the office and closed the door.
The old man beside my grandmother muttered, “Little fucker”, and blew his 
nose.
 I could hear the water bus before I could see it – the grinding and groa-
ning. And then the blast of its light and the clanking chains and two men in 
thick yellow raincoats helping my grandmother along a small ramp. I followed 
her below deck. All the people from the Chapelizod landing stage were already 
seated on benches and settled into the same wary silence.
 I had never been this close to so much water before, nor been on any 
sort of a boat, so I wanted to stay up on deck, but my grandmother said, “Too 
cold.”
“Not for me,” I said.
 She took off her glove and touched my forehead with the back of her 
fingers. “All right,” she whispered. “Just to cool down, mind, and then straight 
back down here.”
 The dark had gone out of the sky by now, leaving a soft dove-grey light 
over the river. The boat shoved through the water; sometimes it stopped on 
the left bank, and the next time it crossed at a diagonal, to the right-hand side. 
Each time we stopped, the big ropes were uncoiled and the barrier was pulled 
back, and the two men in yellow helped passengers on and off, and one or the 
other of them called out, “Staaaanding room only: full below deck.”
 We passed under a bridge and the river straightened out between high 
walls: the lower part was made of grey stone bricks, the upper part of thick 
smooth blocks. Above the walls I could see the upper deck of buildings. There 
was the dome of the mosque on one side and the peak of a church on the other. 
Above the mosque a squat glass tower and, inside it, soldiers like small moving 
sketches. And then, as the water bus pushed upriver, just standing there against 
the sky and taking my breath from me, were two groups of great stone figures.
 I could hear the sounds of the city over the walls, but it was only at the 
landing stages, when the water bus pulled in, did I catch sight of what or who 
these sounds belonged to: horses and harnesses and wheels of carts. So many 
people.
Once I caught sight of a glinting herd of bicycles. And duckboards laid out along 
a wide double-sided street, children walking along them to keep their feet dry. 
At the front of that street more huge stone figures, this time in the shape of a 
group of black angels.
 The river began to widen then, as did the bridges. A man was standing 
on one, leaning over the parapet and making a speech at the river traffic.
“We must prepare ourselves for the new dawn,” he roared. “We must, we must, 
we must . . . We must bring this glorious island of ours back to the way it was, 
take a big knife and cut ourselves free from the rest of this hateful world. We 
must . . .”
The water bus slipped away, and his words dissolved into the echoing air and 
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the cobbled light on the bridge’s underbelly.
 I didn’t want to go back down below deck, to leave the soothing cold 
air on the back of my neck. I didn’t want to go into the silence of shifty-eyed 
strangers, or to feel the sneery gaze of the Syrian’s daughter on me again. But I 
was afraid to disobey my grandmother.
 When I got to the entrance I knew something had changed. I could 
hear the voice of the old man talking. And then another voice joining him and 
then another again, and now a burst of laughter from many voices. The voices 
appeared to be talking about the past, and this puzzled me, because I couldn’t 
understand how so many strangers could possibly share the same memories.
 My grandmother started to speak then, a story about her girlhood. I 
had no idea what the story was about or why it was funny: it was not a past I 
knew or even cared about, but even so I felt myself caught up in the moment. 
As I listened to her speak it occurred to me that I didn’t like my grandmother. It 
occurred to me because for those few moments when everything and everyone 
had gathered about her story I did love her. And when her story was over I stop-
ped loving her again.
 The water-bus map was on the wall opposite, and I ran my eye along 
the names on the Yellow Line. Parkgate. Joyce Bridge. Four Courts. Fishamble. 
Bachelors Walk and two or three others until, finally, it stopped at East Wall.
I did not know where my grandmother was taking me, or if she would stay with 
me when we got there or abandon me at the door. I wasn’t even sure if I trusted 
her at all.
 I came down the steps and took a place beside her. I could smell her 
skin and her hair. I could smell the vanilla of the biscuits in her brown bag. It 
made me feel hungry and sick at the same time.
 In the mall they would be sitting down for breakfast about now. I could 
imagine the caravan of silver trolleys jangling up the centre aisle from the 
kitchen to the eating unit and the supervisors strolling between long tables, 
ticking off names and numbers. I could imagine them stopping when they 
came to my empty place, seeing the red cross there, and slowly, and perhaps 
even a little sadly, drawing a line through my name.
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The Annals of the hundred Islands 
Sebastian Barry
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From The Annals of the Hundred Islands (Dublin, 6016)

 One thing we cherish most in these dark times is the numbers we have 
kept from our little wars and plagues. What keeps us safe is the seas that here-
tofore we deemed disastrous. Our hundred islands ringed by these soft waters 
teem with the red- skinned fish. By dint of law we keep the 50 queens and 50 
kings in excellent balance and no one is allowed by sharp decree ever to lust 
after another’s acres. Each of our favoured islands bears crops and fruits enough 
to feed the islanders. The bountiful corn is emperor of all the roots. Some say 
that once in this region there were better days but at the same time it is reco-
gnised as true that we were not alive in them. You have to put glory into the 
days you know.

 However our chronicles can be read in the designated places and there 
you can see the truth displayed that we were not always islands. Once it is al-
most miraculous to say it was all joined together in a clement city. Yes the heart 
may call back to those times when we think of a place so desirable. But we 
must be careful too and make some democracy in the tyranny of facts. Many 
other districts of the world were lost as far as we can tell. A thousand years ago 
the seas rose and engulfed many happy lands. It took whole countries inch by 
inch and then in the famous deluge there was a year of terror. Whole peoples 
too poor to run were swallowed in a time often referred to as The Year Levia-
than. These are just chronicled matters. Then the air got hotter year by year and 
the climate of our new islands changed. The fishes changed and the very land 
itself. Old things could not grow and then new plants appeared. This was called 
the Coming of the Corn. All this you can read for yourself.

 Some say the earth is a giant and we are the nits and lice that live on 
it. But these people are in error. Things have been somewhat unchanging for 
hundreds of years and our real enemies are sorrow and regret. The people that 
come to our islands in their boats we accept as the bounty of the unknown. 
Many are gentle, true and kind and if we struggle with a common language it is 
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a helpful struggle. We speak that lingo universal to these seas and soon we give 
it to them. They add many words that are useful to us. Without the new people 
we cannot endure. They bring strange faces but their love is just the same. Those 
that come with violent intent we fight on the shores. We wrestle and stab and 
bludgeon them until they are no more.

 We have good numbers and yet also when the islands become too po-
pulous famine soon ensues. Then there are famous times of horror and then 
something settles as if we were subject to unknown laws. Then for a long time 
all is in strange balance. We toil and seek and fret just the same as all human 
creatures. We curse all change and pray for continuity.

 It has been clear for a thousand years at least that in essence we are 
alone. The Gods that people spoke of have long departed. Nothing keeps us 
only the pleasing corn. If we have disputes among us we find only bloodshed 
and terminus. We have set up and sheltered our laws so this happens only in 
the wildness beyond our will. Where angers boil and teem and conquer all civil 
sense. Terrible gatherings take place and people gird for battle. Weapons are 
fashioned from what were peaceful things. Our eyes are inflamed by hatred and 
we lust to hurt and kill. We wish to tie down our neighbours whom now we hate 
and crush them into death. Then after wounds and burials we remember our 
commonality. We return to the study of our laws and they return us to ourselves. 
We look at the shallow blue seas and think ourselves fortunate. We eat side by 
side again and think of other things. Our beautiful children and the shortness 
of our lives.

 On the highest places stand the ancient rings of stones. Whichever is-
land did not have one of these built one anew. This is where we creep in the 
times of storms. Vast acres of ugly blue enlarge the sky and raging lightnings 
tear against our places. Huge thunders rend our ears. Everyone creeps into the 
stones and talks against the fear. Waves running in remorseless fury from the 
deeps cover our farms with violent intent. Rain falls in infinite deluge and the 
rivers try to crack the lands apart. Everything is water for a while. Some are drag-
ged away and are never seen afterwards. When the winds subside we hold our 
ceremonies of gratitude. Then we go down on to the flatter grounds and begin 
to remake the fields. We take famine for a cousin and nurse the corn again. 
Many fall down into the pits of hunger. Then slowly all is remade. We feel the 
rewards of fortitude. We are clement again in our hearts and all is excellent and 
right. In this way we demonstrate that it is still possible to endure.

 Endurance without happiness would not be desirable. But we are a cu-
riously happy people. We have music and songs and dances. Everything around 
us feeds and clothes us in these easier times. Then we forget the horror and the 
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terror and rise again. We want for nothing and our bellies get all they need. Then 
under starlight in the darks of our summered world we lie contented.

We record these things so that in the coming times they may be read by our 
descendents. History is important not just to those that live it but also to those 
that never did. It is surely a pleasure and a warning to read of former times. Our 
present times therefore we must allow will some day be former. Our faces and 
our fervent desires will be forgotten. All that we did will pass into silence. But 
what we write here will be seen as long as the forts last and the skins we write 
on are not torn away. Time is our ally in all things but also our foe.

 Time is the two-faced creature that we feed from the hand of life. 
Hoping it will not bite off our fingers.

 We see with great clearness that life in itself is a good. We wish to 
hearten the future people with this stern belief. Do not lose heart, you future 
hearts, because we have got through much, and many terrible things duly 
passed. All places move from hells to paradises and back again and much of 
this will stem from our actions and much from mere chance. You may think of 
the world as a teeming, moiling cat with enormous claws but oftentimes the 
claws are withdrawn into the digits of the paws and so remain. All matters tend 
towards clemency and peace. There is an outward story in which we seem to 
play a part without ever reading the words of it or seeing the bundled skins. 
The world has vast goodness and what is dark is shone by it. Like a jewel bru-
shed bright by moonlight. These things we wish to communicate in case your 
souls are faltering. In case you gaze on adversities unknown and wonder how 
mercy will be shown to you. But all annals declare that, unless you are entirely 
fallen, with great trouble taken you can make a possible world. The human per-
son loves the stars and moon and fears the pitch darkness. But she chooses 
between things. She takes into her dwelling place the matters that suggest 
life and leaves to their own dark devices the matters that are to do with death. 
Every human person is the queen of these discriminations, or the king. That is 
how everything is ordered. Chaos dismays us but is followed by order. It is this 
immutable law that comforts us and gives strength to our arms when they are 
lifted against travails. And it is important in a chronicle to itemise successes of 
the past. Because from this grows the corn of hope. We respectfully say this in 
our annals in order for you to check this against your experiences in the future 
and so be ever constant in your constancy.

 We know from all surviving histories that the earth was once res-
plendent and delightful. Everyone believes this. The narrowing came and the 
plenitude was no more. The earth everywhere was expansive and beautiful, so 
we read. There were nations and cities unknown to us in their majesty and per-
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fection. The only earth they inhabit now is in our dreams and thoughts. The 
earth can never be this again and we must not wish for it. It is in that respect 
ended without recall. The famous expanses and peoples that only the annals 
remember can never be drawn back from the hand of the past. It just is not pos-
sible. Nevertheless we may mourn this famous paradise. When peoples were 
linked by mutual chains of love and everything flowered up in a constant way. 
When great ships went off into the heavens and looked for new earths. When it 
seemed for a thousand years that the creation was of one mind and that mind 
was burning with love. That time passed as we have described and because it is 
gone forever it is useless to mourn.

 There is one story always hard to shuck off. It nestles in its husk of myth 
and we can never say enough against it so that it vanishes from our hearts. This 
is the story of the Golden City that lies to the east. We know it cannot be true 
and yet at the same time truth keeps leaking back into it. We speak of it like we 
would of the news of a newborn child. We seem to know all the streets of that 
city and it astonishes us to imagine anew its glistening roads and the towering 
castles that make a gloom in sunlight around the markets. We see in our mind’s 
eye the lovely citizens in their apparel so unlike our own. Their clothes are not 
made of the spun husks of corn but of other stuffs all the more rich for coming 
to us from stories. A hundred colours in them and there is talk of huge looms 
and the spindles gathering the gold threads. There is a talk of rubies and dia-
monds and many things not seen for a thousand years. This is the impossible 
city where governance was strict but benign and where when the citizens were 
in error there was just punishment and, when not, great reward. For lives were 
lived long and in unlikely clemency. The girls were beautifully arrayed and the 
boys were handsome and strong. Beauty was a great normalcy and not the 
brief season it is for us. But is this city of the past or of the future, or just an ima-
gined city that never did, nor does, nor ever will have currency? Is it not part of 
the human dream that we might have had, or see in the future, such a place? 
What infinite weave of endeavour and achievement is necessary for such a city, 
what infinite expansion of science and wise government? Could there be one 
such city surviving somewhere to the east after the fall and destruction of all 
the others? But we know it is impossible. We know from our newcomers that 
to the east lies the terrifying waterfalls and the great drear waste of salt-ruined 
lands. We know that nothing grows there and that all animals are absent and 
the days are short and dark. It is in this desecrated and rescinded place that the 
site of the city of gold is posited. It cannot be. And yet while we move among 
our few allotted days we ask you never to lose sight of this city in your minds. 
For it is by your faith in this vision that the most concrete of your goals will be at-
tained. That peace will come at the greatest length ever known to these islands. 
Because you will have kept faith with a shimmering miraculum on the horizon 
of your dreams that can never be true.
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 I moved into that house on Róisín Hill twelve months ago. I knew I 
shouldn’t have. As I walked up its winding wooded entrance on my last day of 
inspection, one of the locals told me strange things went on. Things that we-
ren’t normal. 
 I giggled nervously. Maybe he was winding me up. They did that 
constantly around these places. I suppose they had nothing better to do. The 
old man looked fucking crazy to be honest, so it had to be a wind up. My first 
month passed fine. Not a stir. In fact, I thought the energy was really positive. 
Then one Sunday morning I walked down to the kitchen and all the pots and 
pans were stacked neatly on the floor in different piles. Some in low bundles, 
some in high stacks. I stood there. I just stood there thinking was I sleep-walk-
ing. I mean I wasn’t drinking or doing any drugs.
  I marched over to the old man across the wood. The bastard and his 
family were winding me up.  They had it in for me, I knew it. It had to be him.  
There was no other explanation. I banged on his door with a vicious thump. 
Then again. And again. Then suddenly the door was ajar. I stepped in slowly, 
cautiously waiting for something, or somebody, to strike me.  But there was no 
sound or movement. Nothing.
 I moved into what looked like a sitting room. Full of old papers, bric-a-
brac and outdated furniture. There was the old man, lying on the floor, a colour 
of death. Not white or blue or grey, just death. I tried to move him but he was 
as stiff as wood. I called the police and the ambulance. After a few hours they 
let me return home. They told me it appeared he had fallen, but they also told 
me not to move too far in the coming days and weeks as they wanted to ask me 
some further questions. I watched some television, drank a beer or two, and hit 
the sack. ‘It’s been years since I sleep-walked,’ I thought, lying uncomfortable as 
uncomfortable can be. 
 I just feel funny in this house. 
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In the year 2086, a man, the same age as the century, looks back at his young 
days growing up in Dublin in the early 2000s. The Poem can be sung to the 
tune of Pete St. John’s “Dublin in the Rare Auld Times”.

Polyphonic melodies, played on mobile phones
The soundtrack to my childhood was rendered in such tones
Telly Tubby silly speak, the first words that I knew
And a scary purple dinosaur singing “I love you “ 

Reared amongst the burnt out cars and gratified walls 
Running wild in shopping malls that once were market stalls
Through the window of a pub we tried to watch the match
Getting chased from alleyways by dealers selling hash

Being ordered off the bus on the way from school
In hoody-tops and low-slung jeans we thought we looked so cool
Wasting all that time on-line, messaging my mates
Trying to access porno sites instead of finding dates

Hunted from my idleness onto a training course
A pointless twenty hours a week the government enforced
I met my first real girlfriend there, her name was Brittany
She had a tattoo on her bum that she would show to me

We rutted in the Ladies loo when we got the chance
On days when we were meant to be on work experience
We never used protection for, we were much too keen
A diploma in employment skills and a Dad at seventeen

Cans of beer in open fields was how we spent our dole
The Guards might come and take our names if they were on patrol
I got a job, aged twenty-six, in security

Future Sentiment 
Damien Muldoon
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A bedsit costing half my wage in working poverty

There was a woman that I loved, my simple heart she stole
But I could not provide for her so she left me for a Pole
He was blond and six foot four with a gifted pair of hands
He built a house for both of them back in his homeland

The mates I had when I was young are dead or gone away
The churches have become museums. God has had his day!
I try to warn the modern kids about where I went wrong
But all they do is laugh at me and say I’ve lived too long

The shopping malls are car parks now, for no one shops no more
You swipe the bar-code on your wrist for delivery to your door
Buses do not run these days, the roads are private owned
If there’s somewhere that you have to be, you can always send your clone

Polyphonic melodies still chime in my ear
They lull me off to sleep at night with three liters of beer
I feel no real nostalgia for, this city, so forlorn
Just a teardrop for the son that I’ve not seen since he was born
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 Honoria McAllister coursed briskly through Jaipur Rail Station, swiped 
through the stile on complex seven and collected her bag and flash-ticket at 
the other side without breaking step.  She took in the information at a glance 
and marched to sub-section 32 of the Dublin Express.  A ridiculously archaic 
word - “express”.  Today’s trains picked up and dropped off carriages at each 
station without even slowing down.  More ridiculous still since this train was 
snail-slow.  She already regretted her choice of transport as she forged her way 
past harried parents and other pests, her magno-bag floating by her side.  It 
would take half an hour longer than usual, if she was lucky.  Then, there was that 
disturbing story of a murder a month or so ago, on this very train.  She ploughed 
on sullenly toward carriage 128, platform 95 B, seat 32B, sweeping through the 
doors precisely on time.  The train began its slow, smooth acceleration. 

 In carriage 127, Christine Barnwell had just settled into her seat.  She 
was an unapologetically old-fashioned girl who loved the quaint romance of 
train journeys, particularly this one.  The 19.07 Jaipur-Dublin took a long, mean-
dering route through twenty major cities, seventeen countries and two under-
sea tunnels.  It would take a good four hours and fifty, but the atmosphere of 
these old trundlers was wonderful.  She punched in the VR for first class, 1930’s, 
the classic period of steam, all wood and plush upholstery.  Even her fellow 
passengers were now dressed in period clothes, thanks to her i-glasses.  The 
young man two seats up to her right wore a starched collar, a blue necktie and 
a dark, pinstriped suit, his thin grey moustache neatly trimmed, his hair plaste-
red down tightly, with a too perfect parting and his gold-rimmed glasses just so.  
She smiled.  He frowned. A little sinister, Christine thought.  He was part of it all, 
the smoky atmosphere, the glistening glass, and the smell of oak and leather.  
So perfectly thrilling.

 The ‘windows’ displayed an abridged view of the landscape, buildings 
and quiet villages sliding by at sub-sonic speeds. Precise little vignettes of how 
it looked back then.  In spite of her impatience to be back home, she wished 
the trip were longer.  Her paper-book, a treasure she’d found last Thursday in 
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the thieves market in Lima, lay open on the table in front of her.  It was an old, 
old story about a girl on a train who witnesses a murder.  She savoured every 
word of it, allowing herself just a few pages each day, handling it as if it were 
some priceless artefact of the past.  In a sense, she supposed, it was.  
It had been five long weeks since she’d been home and she was looking forward 
to the usual routine. Mum lived in the suburb of Drogheda and Dad further 
off in the new Polders in the south.  Of course, she’d visit both, but she’d stay 
with gran on the coast in Donaghmede, right in the heart of the city.  She of-
ten daydreamed of one day living in one of the terraced houses with their flat 
gardens where the owners grew flowers instead of food.  Still, her grandmo-
ther’s 12th floor condo in the Martello Towers had its own charm.  You could just 
see over the sea wall, and watch the moonlight glistening on the waves, and the 
lights of the tiny island of Howth.  She always visited Donaghmede Library, an 
exact replica of the original, rebuilt after The Devastation.

 The highlight of the weekend, though, was always the meet-up with 
the gang in the unplugged quarter of the risen city - the city on stilts.  She 
smiled, seeing herself catching the waterbus down O’Connell Canal, up by the 
“glass” wall of the quays and into their favourite club where alcoholic drinks 
were still served by real people.  It was a wild, bohemian place, dangerous even.  
She loved it. She had to constantly reassure her nan that Dublin had only about 
40 murders a month.  Not bad, even for a city of only sixteen million. 

 The rhythm of the rails and the gentle rocking of the train lulled her 
back into a soft and gentle past.  For now, she was the girl on the train.  She put 
away the precious book, took out her MindPad, and picked up on the story she 
was writing.  Maybe it would be published one day, even go to paper.
Her musings were interrupted by a middle-aged woman, early eighties pe-
rhaps, like her grandmother.  She was moving quickly up the carriage, prim and 
upright, dressed in tweed, and looking slightly formidable.
 “Excuse me, young lady; you are in my seat.”
 “Sorry?”  Christine was taken aback.
 “My seat.  You’re sitting in it.”
Christine looked around, puzzled. 
 “But… ehm.  There don’t seem to be any other free seats in this carriage.”
 “Very perceptive of you.  I’m glad to see your eyesight hasn’t failed you.  
Now, if you wouldn’t mind, I will have my seat now.”
 “Oh, a Dublin accent.  I’m from Dublin too.”
 “Sure isn’t that grand for you?”  Honoria put on her best Bejaysus Oirish 
accent.  “Who would have expected two people from Dublin to meet on the 
Dublin Express?”  Her mock smile faded.  “MY SEAT.  PLEASE!” 
 “But...my ticket.  There’s nowhere else for me to sit.  Maybe… uhh.  There 
must be some mistake”  
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 “There certainly is.  You - have taken - my - seat.  Perhaps you should 
have looked a little more carefully as you were boarding.” Honoria bent towards 
her and flashed a ticket on the table. The man in the pinstriped suit was smir-
king down at them.
 Christine stood up, slowly, methodically, and stared into the older wo-
man’s eyes, forcing her back.  She placed her poly-ticket on the table alongside 
Honoria’s.  They seemed identical. 
Honoria jabbed a finger at the small print on Christine’s ticket. 
 “Look!” she snarled.  “Carriage 127.  Mine, if you would care to read it pro-
perly, says carriage 128.”
 Christine nodded slowly and sighed.  “Ah.  I see the problem.” 

 “I’m delighted to hear that.  Now,” the words stabbed, “may I please 
have my seat?”

 Christine breathed deep, smiled her sweetest smile, and accentuating 
every syllable repeated Honoria’s words, “How very perceptive of you.  I’m glad 
your eyesight hasn’t failed you.  Your ticket does indeed say carriage 128.  Howe-
ver,” She paused.  Honoria, disconcerted by the cold ferocity in the young wo-
man’s eyes, began to colour.  Christine raised her arm and pointed to the sign 
above the carriage door.  “Carriage 127.”  “Your carriage, madam, is the next one 
up.  You should have looked a little more carefully as you were boarding.”
Honoria looked bewilderedly at the sign for a moment before switching off her 
ticket and skulking away to find her seat. 

***

 With the interloper gone, Christine calmed and returned to her writing:

 “The dawn broke with a burst of thunder from the east, and Jacob 
crawled from the bed.  Martha lay soaked in the blood from her lacerated face...” 
Something crept into the corner of her mind, something irritating.  There it was, 
on the seat in front of her. A bag.  God, she thought, that dreadful woman will 
be back.  She decided to ignore it. 
“He crawled from her blood-soaked bed…”  Damn it!  The bag was still there, 
growling at her like an angry mongrel.  It would be just too rude to have a look 
inside.  She could get caught.  She could say she was looking for an address.  A 
bit stupid since the woman was still on the train.  She could say it was open 
already and she was just checking to see if she had left her ticket…No.  Not the 
ticket again.  It wasn’t solid anyway.  She could say the bag had fallen and she 
was checking that nothing was broken. 
With a furtive glance around, and, with a frisson of guilty pleasure, she opened 
the cute little touch zip.  Surprisingly frivolous for that type of woman.  You 
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would expect something more austere. Still, with strangers, you never knew 
what lurked beneath the surface. 

 What she saw inside intrigued her.  A pair of knitting needles stuck 
into a ball of wool.  How very peculiar.  The woman was an artisan.  A superbly 
wicked thought slithered into Christine’s mind.  She saw it as clearly as the pas-
toral scene outside.  A long train journey, a pleasant young woman going home 
for the weekend.  And a corpse.  What a delicious story.  She stood up and lifted 
the bag.  The pinstripe suit was smirking at her again. As she walked past him, 
she fixed him with her ice-cold stare.  He withered visibly and looked away. 

 Over breakfast next morning, her grandmother was horrified at the 
headline.  “Double Murder on Dublin Express”.  The newscast continued, “An 84 
year old female was found with a knitting needle protruding from each eye-
socket.  The 43 year-old male was strangled with what appeared to be a very old 
necktie.

 “You should fly next time,” Nan said. 

 “Oh no, it’s far too dangerous,” Christine answered. “And boring,” she 
added.  She sat back and smiled to herself. 
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 It was warmer than she had expected, then again most days were. The 
smell of burning wood still remained in her nostrils, another fire in one of the 
wards, she thought, remembering the harrowing image of the burning house 
on her way to the watercraft station. Mothers holding their children, helplessly 
watching as what little they possessed became engulfed by flames; fathers and 
neighbours clambered helplessly to bring water to the building to stop the fire. 
The smell of smoke and the gliding ashes danced across the sky. Dublin had 
changed, in some ways it was still recognisable to the pictures in the books she 
had seen as a child, but in others it had become something entirely alien. 
 The city had come to consist of four wards; the Central Ward, or ward 
one, held the remains of the old structures of government, recreation and high 
quality retail, providing a peaceful and clean escape from the troubles of the 
other wards. It was also the most heavily policed and monitored ward of all, 
ensuring the lowest crime rate of all. As you travelled out from the Central Ward 
to the other wards, levels of crime and poverty increased, even within the ci-
ties, provisions were focused on the larger Central District for the wealthy and 
powerful. Urban growth had exploded following the social collapse and ageing 
of many rural settlements across the country, almost all of the population had 
moved to the larger cities, as many policies had their funding and provisions 
cut back, and the larger cities became the primary and now sole recipient of 
government provisions. 
 She made her way towards the square; it came into view as she turned 
the corner one of the white granite government buildings. I’m late, she thought, 
looking at the time. The Watercraft had been late; another collision with the 
remains of the old city had left a container vessel banked. Watercrafts had be-
come the main form of interward transport, as the water levels had risen above 
the old banks of the river. 
 She knew where he would be. He’s predictable like that. They had ar-
ranged to meet in Merrion Cube, which had come to resemble the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon. Built with multiple levels and glass walls, all of which were 
supported by stone columns, the top floor was the largest open green area in 
the city, and showcased a panoramic view of the city. Jamie would no doubt 
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be on the top floor using his Synth-chip, a form of body-enhancing simulation 
technology that grew from the past craze of Virtual Reality. Synth-Tech had 
cashed in on the area of human-synthetic enhancements in recent years, and 
it had become a state-issued requirement as a tool of population control and 
monitoring. Implanted on the left wrist, Synth-chips monitored GPS, health, 
communications, education and also provided augmented virtual simulations 
for its users.
Alex saw Jamie. She made her way to him with as much speed as she could 
muster; her long black hair flowing behind her. She was furious. 
“I read the note, how could you? You know I was excited to see the Remnants 
show”, she said while dodging something, some simulation he was responding 
to by flurrying his hands.
 ‘Natures Remnants of Glory’ had come to Dublin as part of a global 
tour, showcasing some of the last living large animals on the planet. Dolphins, 
Giraffes, Lions, Panda’s, the last of their kind were on show and part of the tour. 
In the last century they had transitioned from abundance, to endangerment, 
to inevitable extinction with the increase and progression of factors such as 
deforestation, overfishing, and the onslaught of climate change. For everyone, 
not just Alex, it was their last chance to see these animals alive and in person, 
beyond the images of old books, old documentary footage, or specialist Syn-
th-chips. 
 “I told you, I didn’t really have a choice” Jamie responded, looking into 
her eyes softly. “Don’t you realise how much those tickets are worth?”
 “Yes, but…” she responded.
 “We need the money more” he interrupted. 
 She hated this, the fact that he was right, but money wasn’t everything. 
I wish he would see that too. 
 “Sometimes experiences and memories can be worth more” she said, 
it came out as a whisper because she tried to hold back the emotion surging 
through her body.
 “I went to the croft, and I sold them for enough that we can now move 
out of the third ward. We can leave the danger behind us and live someplace 
safer. I’ve been looking at places in the Second Ward, one called ‘New Haven’”, 
his eyes were piercing hers, looking for any semblance of reaction. 
 She tried to show none, but it was increasingly difficult, she wanted 
this as well, a chance to move away from Ward Three with the crippling poverty, 
crime, and health hazards she had come to see first-hand on an almost daily 
basis. She couldn’t help feeling conflicted, she was getting her wish fulfilled, but 
it had come at a price she had never considered. She would never again get the 
chance to see many living animals that had created a sense of wonder since she 
was a child. All those vintage David Attenborough DVD’s she now possessed 
would be her sole remaining chance to see these creatures naturally in the wild.
 “Come on Alex” whispered Jamie, his hand gently brushing against her 
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cheek, his thumb slowly brushing away a single tear that had formed. “Let’s fully 
enjoy our time in the Central Ward while we can, it only comes once a month”.
 As they made their way out of Merrion Cube, she saw a small group 
of children that she recognised from her Ward. They were experiencing ‘In the 
Footprints of a Better World’, the same specialist Synth-Chip designed by the 
former World Wildlife Association, aimed to virtually showcase all of the worlds 
animals at the touch of a button… she watched as their faces changed, flashes 
of wonder and amazement forming, all of which reminded her of herself as a 
child. Something was different however, then she realised, for her it would ne-
ver be enough…
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